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TUYA NEO NAS-PD01W WiFi Smart PIR Motion Sensor
Do you want to take care of the security in your home and enjoy even more comfort? With the NEO intelligent motion sensor it will be
possible! It stands out with a detection range of up to 7 meters and will immediately notify you of suspicious activity in the room. What's
more, it  works with a whole host of other devices and sensors, so you can create smart scenes and schedules. With NEO, nothing will
escape your attention anymore!
 
Reliable performance
What makes the NEO motion sensor stand out is its operating range of up to 7 meters, so you can be sure that no suspicious movement
escapes your attention. It will detect moving people and animals equally. What's more, thanks to modern PIR technology, it will record
movement during the day and at night in real time. With NEO you can sleep peacefully!  
 
Fast and safe operation
The NEO motion sensor will provide you with fast and safe operation. You'll connect to it via a 2.4GHz Wi-Fi network, which guarantees a
more  stable,  faster  and  convenient  use.  Thus,  you  can  easily  control  your  device  with  your  phone.  What's  more,  it  works  with  other
devices and sensors, so you can create smart scenes and schedules. Increase your sense of security with NEO.
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Easy installation
Worried about a difficult and lengthy installation? With NEO devices you won't be! The whole process is very fast and simple. Just three
steps are enough to connect to the sensor.  First,  connect to a Wi-Fi  network,  then download the app and add the device.  That's  all  it
takes to increase your sense of security.
 
Long and comfortable operation
The NEO motion sensor is a combination of safety and comfort. It is powered by a CR123A battery, so it provides a long operating time.
In addition, it is distinguished by its small and compact design, so you can easily install it in any room. What's more, it supports platforms
such as Tuya Smart, Amazon Alexa, Google Assisstant and Tmall Genie, making it even easier and more enjoyable to use. 
 
	Producer 
	NEO
	Model 
	NAS-PD01W
	Battery 
	CR123A x 1 
	Standby current 
	20 uA
	Standby time 
	5 years 
	Usage time 
	1 year (25 min/day); 2 years (10 min/day)
	Wireless connection 
	2.4 GHz
	Sensitive operating distance
	7 m
	Viewing angle 
	110°
	Operating distance 
	45 m
	Operating temperature 
	0°C~40°C 
	Operating humidity 
	20%~85%
	Storage temperature 
	0°C~60°C
	Storage Humidity 
	0%~90%

Preço:

€ 11.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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